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business   in real life

AcRoss geogRAPhies
Bong is the European leader in specialised 
packaging and envelopes, whose market 
reaches from the Atlantic Ocean to the 
Ural Mountains. As the only market 
player with a presence in the Nordics, 
Germany, France and the United Kingdom  
– the biggest envelope markets in 
Europe – Bong is the ideal partner for 
pan-European customers. Previously 
established in the Baltic region and 
Russia, Bong has now gained interesting 
positions in Spain, Benelux and Poland.

Below the suRfAce
Bong develops smart packaging concepts 
for e-business and retail. Packaging and 
envelopes are often tools to facilitate 
business communication. They protect, 
create a mood and build the sender’s 
brand in the mind of the recipient.  
Financial information and addressed 
direct mail advertising are major  
applications where envelopes play  
a critical role.

Beyond BoundARies
New materials and solutions are gene-
rating new applications and customers. 
Demand for sophisticated, sustainable 
packaging is on the rise. The boundary 
between envelope and package is blur-
ring. The Group’s target growth areas are 
the ProPac packaging range, Overprinting 
and Russia/Eastern Europe, which com-
bined account for about one third of the 
total sales in 2010.

ABove exPectAtions
Bong is a customer-focused company. 
Our customers appreciate the strong 
local base offering the company’s entire 
range of products and service. Bong’s 
goal is to be the preferred supplier 
in its markets. The biggest envelope 
customers are the office supply trade 
and paper wholesalers. Fashion and 
mail order companies and packaging 
wholesalers are major customers for the 
ProPac range.
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business   in real life
our constant aim is to offer our customers  

the right solution for their products, whether  

envelopes or packaging.

with commercial benefit to the customer in 

mind, we continually develop novel solutions 

that keep pace with the changing market. 

our tools are a robust product range, the 

right grades in materials and printing,  

efficient logistics and warehousing and local 

service.

envelopes and packaging are timeless and 

indispensable: they communicate in real life.

highlights of the yeAR
l  In the autumn Bong merged with Hamelin’s envelope division. After the 

 merger the new Bong has SEK 3.5 billion in sales and 2,400 employees 
in fifteen countries

l  Revenue amounted to SEK 2,326 million (1,915). Hamelin is part of the Group 
as of October 2010

l  The ProPac packaging initiative continued to grow rapidly and accounted for 
SEK 390 million (247) of consolidated sales in 2010

l  Bong’s acquisitions included Tycon in Luxembourg, which produces envelopes 
and packaging in Tyvek®, 50 per cent of capital in Image Envelopes in the 
UK, specialised in Embossing, and the remaining 12 per cent in Voet, the 
Netherlands, which is prominent within ProPac

l  Operating loss was SEK –91 million (65) and earnings after taxes amounted 
to SEK –97 million (24). Non-recurring costs of SEK 157 million were charged 
against earnings

l  Cash flow after investing activities totalled SEK 25 million before the purchase 
sum and transaction costs in connection with the Hamelin merger (169)

l  After merger, Holdham becomes the biggest shareholder in Bong with 24.9 per 
cent of votes and capital

l  The Board of Directors proposes that a dividend of SEK 1 (1) per share be paid, 
for 2010.
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Dear customers...

MoRe fReQuent custoMeR inteRAction
We plan to work even more closely with you to make sure we 
understand your unique needs and develop our product and service 
proposition accordingly. Representatives of the new Bong will be 
calling on you more often and communicating more frequently in 
2011. The goal is to jointly identify shared growth opportunities. 
Greater central resources will be allocated to developing products 
and services. As an example, we have already built a team that 
will head up development of our ProPac range. We have also 
appointed a European Sales Manager tasked with developing the 
value proposition for our pan-European customers in the office 
supply trade.

coMPlete And exciting PRoduct RAnge
We have the broadest, most complete product range on the 
market, bar none. We have access to extremely efficient production 
with premium print quality and tremendous flexibility in all key 
markets. As a matter of fact, we can offer exactly the solution you 
need – whether that may be standard envelopes in large volumes, 
short-run envelopes with bespoke overprinting or brand-building 
gift bags. 

Most of our products are paper-based, but we also have the 
exclusive right to manufacture Tyvek® envelopes and packaging 
in Europe. Tyvek® is a unique, lightweight polyethylene material 
that looks like paper but is water-resistant and impossible to  
tear. With its extraordinary characteristics, Tyvek makes entirely 
new applications possible. You can read more about intelligent 
envelopes on page 5. 

Our ProPac range of specialist packaging including gift bags, expander 
bags, bubble bags and padded bags has made a huge breakthrough 
in traditional retail and e-business sectors. All of our markets are 
going to have access to Bong’s complete range of products and 
services – that is our promise to you. 

uniQue geogRAPhicAl coveRAge
We are found from Spain to Russia and act as a reliable and  
efficient partner to customers with operations in several European 
countries. We coordinate complex purchasing and logistics structures 
at the European level while maintaining local representatives in 
most countries. They know the ins and outs of the local market 
and can communicate with your employees in their own language. 
With our expansive network of printers, warehouses and sales 
offices, we also serve small and medium size customers with fast 
delivery and high efficiency.

enviRonMentAl ResPonsiBility
At the new Bong, we are working systematically to minimise our 
environmental impact. We buy paper from suppliers who practise 
sustainable forestry and continuously replant forests logged to 
make wood and paper products. Our own production is virtually 
emissions-free and we recycle virtually all production waste. Most 
of our production units are certified according to Paper by Nature 
standards, which were developed specifically for paper converting. 
In addition, we hold several environmental certificates including 
FSC, PEFC, ISO 14001 and the Nordic Swan label. 

I hope you will notice our concerted efforts to become an even 
better supplier. I would like to express my thanks for the confidence 
you showed in us in 2010 and my hope is that our mutually  
rewarding partnership will continue in 2011.

2010 was an exciting year for Bong and the main event was the merger with the envelope division of the 

French company Hamelin through which we nearly doubled our size and strength. We know you have high  

expectations of us and we believe that the conditions for living up to them have considerably improved. The 

new Bong is putting everything it has into becoming an even better partner to you, in a variety of ways. This 

will involve everything from more frequent interaction and product development to full-coverage market  

presence and further development of our focus on sustainability.
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...and shareholders

MeRgeR A logicAl PRogRession of the AlliAnce
We have been cooperating with Hamelin in a strategic alliance 
since spring 2004 in order to give European customers a coordi-
nated value proposition. Once we went all the way and merged, 
it made perfect sense. I am convinced the integration will go 
smoothly because we have been practising together for several 
years already.

 
stRongeR Positions And euRoPeAn MARKet leAdeRshiP
At one blow, Bong gained a strong presence in the major French 
market and stronger positions in Germany and the United Kingdom 
– partly because we have doubled our size in these markets and 
partly because Hamelin brings a stronger position in the direct 
marketing and inserting segment. We also gained an interesting 
presence in Spain and a stronger position in the dynamic Polish 
market. As a whole, Bong is now taking unmistakable European 
market leadership.

 
significAnt syneRgies within ReAch
The merger will produce significant synergies in the form of added 
sales, higher cost efficiency and improved cash flow. We will be 
able to exploit our new market positions to sell more ProPac in 
France, for example. There will also be savings on the purchasing  
side and in the production structure. Overall, we expect cost 
synergies of SEK 90–100 million after two years. In our judgement, 
we will also be able to free up working capital and sell assets to 
improve cash flow by SEK 50–70 million as a one-time effect over 
the next two or three years.

 

stRongeR undeRlying cAsh flow
We have reduced working capital by more than SEK 200 million in 
recent years, which was a major factor behind the very strong cash 
flow in 2008 and 2009. Combined with a limited need for reinvest-
ment in machinery, this made it possible for Bong to rapidly reduce 
net debt, which was important to finalising the Hamelin deal. Despite 
rising paper prices and organic growth, we were able to free up 
working capital again in 2010 and achieve positive cash flow.

AcceleRAted gRowth on the AgendA
We made six acquisitions in 2010 within our prioritised growth 
areas. Our growth is continuing at full power in Russia and in the 
ProPac segment. Russia has recovered nicely after the financial 
crisis and we are now stepping up capacity to meet the growing 
demand. Several product groups within ProPac have attracted 
greater interest in the market and Bong is investing in higher sales 
and production capacity to fuel rapid growth.

On the strength of a major structural deal that enables 
significant synergies, stronger underlying cash flow and several 
interesting growth tracks, we are optimistic about the future. Bong 
is growing from strength to strength and there is clear potential 
to develop the company and increase its value for both customers 
and shareholders.

Malmö, March 2011

Anders Davidsson
President and CEO

The foundation for a Bong with even stronger emphasis on dynamic performance was laid in 2010 through  

a major structural transaction and several strategic acquisitions. These generated non-recurring expenses  

that were charged against profit, but this should be considered in light of the substantially better growth  

opportunities achieved in the process.
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The new Bong

The merger with the envelope division of the French office supply company Hamelin is Bong’s biggest  

structural transaction ever. The deal made Bong by far the largest specialised packaging and envelope  

company in Europe. The new Bong has the widest and deepest geographical coverage and product portfolio  

in the business.

higheR vAlue foR eveRyone
The new Bong Group has sales of SEK 3.5 billion, 2,400 employees 
and operations in 15 European countries. 

The merger secures a competitive value proposition to customers 
from a professional market player with long-term commitment to 
the industry. The stronger platform is generating greater resources 
for product and service development within the entire operational 
field. This will make a tangible difference to customers in the form 
of a stronger value proposition in all markets. Employees will be  
given personal career development opportunities in an entirely 
new way, while for shareholders the common platform will give 
rise to significant synergy effects that entail high potential for 
increasing the value of the company. 

significAnt syneRgies
Streamlining purchasing, distribution, administration, production 
and capital tied up is expected to produce cost synergies of SEK 
90–100 million with full effect after two years and improve cash 
flow by SEK 50–70 million. The one-time cost of the changes, an 
estimated SEK 123 million, was charged against earnings in the 
fourth quarter of 2010.

the Biggest PlAyeR in the MARKet
Bong and Hamelin complement each other perfectly in terms of 
geography and products. Both companies enjoy strong market 
positions, Hamelin in France and Bong in the Nordics, Baltics and 
Russia. Both also do business in Germany and the UK and the 
merger has made the new Bong twice its former size in these 

markets. The new Bong has gained new and interesting positions 
as springboards to growth in Spain, Benelux and Poland. 

When it comes to products, Bong brings its ProPac packaging 
venture into the mix, while Hamelin’s strengths include high- 
quality envelopes for direct mail applications and consumer- 
packaged envelopes.

stRong PlAtfoRM foR gRowth
The new Bong has a unique sales network. Bong is the only 
company in the business operating in all major European markets, 
which reinforces its position among pan-European customers  
seeking a partner with the power to deliver in multiple countries.

The merger also brings opportunity to increase sales because 
the entire range was not formerly available in all markets. Bong 
expects to be able to substantially accelerate sales, especially of 
the successful ProPac range and particularly in France.

The company is also allocating greater resources and stepping 
up product development to respond to customer needs.

BRoAd PoRtfolio of stRong BRAnds
Despite its status as a large company, Bong is committed to 
diversity and proud of its local base. This is a strength for Bong in 
relation to interaction with customers and distribution power in the 
various markets. 

The Group has several well-known brands in the envelope 
business, including Oxford, Posthorn and Mailman. Bong also has 
exclusive rights to manufacture and market envelopes and light-
weight packaging made of Tyvek®.
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Intelligent envelopes 
for the French postal service

La Poste, one of the biggest sellers of Tyvek® envelopes for 17 years, has built up an 
entire concept around its Tyvek® envelopes to give its customers:
• Postage paid envelopes 
• Insurance cover for valuable mail
•  Tracking service to inform customers at any time of the location and delivery status 

of their envelope
 
These high-quality envelopes have several applications. The concept is ideal as a 
full-coverage solution for consumers and businesses.

suPeRioR PRotection 
Envelopes made of Tyvek® provide unsurpassed protection for important, confidential, 
heavy, bulky documents or objects to make sure they arrive safely and undamaged. 
Through its unique sheen and silky feel, the envelope signals that the sender wants 
the contents to arrive in perfect condition and that every piece of mail is important.

Tyvek® is lighter than paper products, which reduces emissions as well as postage 
and transport costs.

Bong’s customer la Poste, the french postal service, is one  
of many postal operators that are increasingly selecting 
envelopes made of tyvek®. tyvek® is uniquely strong, has 
protective characteristics and is lighter than other materials. 

Tyvek® is a thin material made of polyethylene. The fibres are flash spun and then 
bonded under heat and pressure, giving the material unique characteristics that 
make it resistant to tear, punctures and moisture. The material is lightweight, bright, 
flexible and extremely robust and durable. Tyvek® is a registered trademark of 
DuPont™. Bong has exclusive rights in Europe to develop, manufacture and market 
envelopes made of Tyvek®.

ABout tyveK®
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Ambitious targets 
and well-defined strategies 

In order to strengthen its position as the European leader in  
specialised packaging and envelopes, Bong will:

l  Enhance the customer value proposition: Bong will develop the 
envelope and packaging solutions of the future

l  Increase productivity

l  Advance its positions in overprinted envelopes

l  Continue developing its strong positions in selected growth 
markets, such as Russia

l  ProPac – further develop the range, intensify marketing and 
expand availability to all geographic markets

l  Exploit the opportunities for cross selling created by the merger 
– this applies equally to ProPac, DM and consumer packaged 
envelopes.

finAnciAl tARgets  
In 2009, Bong set the following financial targets for 2009–2011:

l  Debt-to-EBITDA ratio of 3.0 or below at year-end 2011

l  Operating margin of 6 percent at year-end 2011

l  Average annual growth of 25 percent for ProPac.

 
New financial targets are in the process of being set after the 
merger with Hamelin.

dividend Policy
Bong will pay dividend corresponding to at least one third of  
reported profits after tax if justified by the company’s financial  
position and development opportunities.

stRAtegic diRection
The goal is profitable and expanding operations in Europe in  
packaging and envelopes. Bong’s targeted growth areas are  
ProPac, Overprinting and Russia and Eastern Europe.

PRoPAc
Bong will further develop the ProPac range through continued 
investments in product development, marketing and the sales 
organisation.  

oveRPRinting
Bong will develop its position in Europe in overprinting – printing 
on finished envelopes. Current operations will be supplemented 
with overprinting plants in countries and regions where Bong is not 
currently doing business. The goal is a network of printers in Europe 
built up through organic growth and acquisitions. Bong focuses on 
customers with high demands for availability, supply capacity and 
printing quality.

enveloPes in RussiA And eAsteRn euRoPe  
Bong will continue exploiting the advantages of its expertise and 
extensive machinery in Western Europe to strengthen its presence 
in growing envelope markets, such as Russia and the Baltic 
countries.

enveloPes in westeRn euRoPe  
For the envelope business in Western Europe, the priorities are higher 
gross margins and efficiency across the board. Cash generated by 
the mature envelope business will be invested in the target areas 
of ProPac, Overprinting and Russia/Eastern Europe.

Supported by the year’s acquisitions and the merger, Bong is now even more oriented towards expanding in its 

target growth areas and enhancing profitability in the envelope business.

Sales of ProPac in the 
new Bong will exceed 
seK 500 million
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Tyvek® generated sales 
of seK 90 million

Record sales of  
seK 50 million
for gift bags

In addition to the merger with Hamelin, Bong finalised the following acquisitions in 2010
	 	 	 	 Annual	sales,
Company	 Country	 Acquisition,%	 Segment	 SEK	million

Tycon Luxembourg 100 ProPac 10–15

Image Envelopes United Kingdom 50 Overprinting 20–25

Voet Benelux 12 (to 100) ProPac 35–40

Taberg Sweden 100 Overprinting 20–25

CSK Poland 90 (to 100) ProPac/Overprinting 45–50

Egå Offset* Denmark 100 Overprinting 30–35

* January 2011

34% organic 
growth for 
ProPac

Acquisitions in 2010

In-house production 
of bubble bags through 
acquisition
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Bong customers are everywhere 

fRoM the AtlAntic to the uRAls
Bong’s market reaches from the Atlantic Ocean to the Ural Mountains.  
The widespread presence is an advantage to international customers. 
For many, Bong’s presence in all of Europe and Russia is critical, 
while other customers choose Bong for its local base. Bong is a 
reliable and dynamic partner for pan-European customers as well 
as small and medium-size customers throughout Europe.

euRoPeAn enveloPe MARKet
Western Europe
Envelope usage varies widely between different regions in Europe. 
Envelope usage in the Scandinavian countries and the rest of  
Western and Northern Europe is about 300 envelopes per person 
per year, while the corresponding figure in Eastern Europe ranges 
from 20 to 70 depending on the country.

The European envelope market amounted to 82 billion envelopes 
in 2009. France, Germany and the United Kingdom account for 
about 70 percent of total envelope consumption in Europe.

Russia and Eastern Europe
Eastern Europe including Russia accounts for less than 10 percent  
of the European market. There is substantial growth potential in  
Russia and the Baltic countries where envelope consumption is 
20–30 envelopes per person per year compared to 200–300 in 
Western Europe. 

Sales of envelopes in Russia, Poland and the Baltics account 
for about 6 percent of consolidated sales. Long-term, envelope 
consumption in Poland and other countries in Eastern Europe is 
expected to grow by about 20 percent a year.

Bong is already the leading quality supplier in Russia,  
concentrating primarily on Moscow and other metropolitan regions. 
Envelopes are marketed under the Postac brand, which is  
associated with the West in the increasingly consumer-oriented 
Russian market.

euRoPeAn PAcKAging MARKet
The segment of the packaging market in which Bong operates is 
worth about SEK 150 billion a year. Bong generates sales of about 
SEK 400 million for a market share of 0.3 percent.

MAJoR PotentiAl foR PRoPAc 
The packaging market is constantly evolving, driven primarily 
by developments in the retail and e-business markets. As the 
boundary between envelope and packaging is narrowing, market 
players differ widely. Large, multinational companies are competing 
with smaller, local specialists to meet customers’ wide-ranging and 
highly variable needs.

Bong supplies envelopes and specialised packaging to all of Europe – home to more than half a billion people. 

Bong’s packaging and envelopes are aimed at these people, but are purchased by office supply wholesalers, large 

companies, e-business/mail order companies and retailers.

Across geographies

DISTRIBUTION OF SALES

ProPac 15%

Envelopes in 
Western Europe
60%

Envelopes in Eastern Europe 5%

Overprinting 20%
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Bong is the ideal partner for pan-european 
customers. they turn to Bong for full-service 
solutions that cover both packaging and  
envelopes.”

spain
france
united Kingdom
Belgium
netherlands
luxembourg 
germany
denmark
norway
sweden
finland
latvia
estonia
Poland
Russia
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Packaging and envelopes serve a purpose

letteRs engendeR tRust
Companies account for 90–95 percent of envelope usage in Western 
Europe. Bong’s customers include companies in the telecom, banking, 
insurance, financial services, energy and water sectors with millions 
of customers all over Europe. Contracts, wage and pension state-
ments, invoices and confirmations of transactions are sent by letter 
every day. Companies and government agencies use envelopes for 
many reasons. In some countries, certain financial information must 
be paper-based by law. Many companies, especially in the financial 
services sector, use envelopes to engender trust – for these compa-
nies, information printed on paper and mailed in an envelope is a 
strategic tool.

Surveys performed by the British Royal Mail show that many 
customers, even if they manage their personal finances via online 
banking, prefer to get information about their transactions by letter. 
Three quarters of survey respondents said the best combination 
was to get their bills on paper and pay them online.

The survey also showed that customers like the combination 
of financial information and special offers. About 70 percent of 
consumers say that they pay attention to advertising printed on 
paper-based financial information.

diRect MARKeting geneRAtes Activity
Envelopes for Direct Marketing (DM) make up more than 30 
percent of total letter volume in Northern and Western Europe 
and that percentage is rising. One reason addressed DM is gaining 
in popularity among many companies is the superior ability to 
tailor the message and design to the target group, compared to 
magazine and broadcast advertising. Format, colour, structure and 

paper quality work together with the contents to create a focused 
message.

Advertising agencies and other companies that use DM have high 
standards for availability, print quality and flexibility. Time is almost 
always short and fast deliveries a must. Assignments frequently 
involve printing promotional messages, logos, etc., on finished 
envelopes in short production runs and with wide variation. Bong’s 
dense network of overprinting plants and modern digital techno-
logy are superbly suited to DM, which is evident in the growing 
volumes of this type of assignment. 

PRoPAc PRotects And coMMunicAtes
Bong’s ProPac range is the answer to many of today’s challenges 
faced by companies in a wide variety of sectors, as distances 
increase between the customer and the sender, and as brand-
building becomes ever more important. This is particularly apparent 
in retail and e-business. Packaging protects the contents, triggers 
associations and creates attention. 

BRAnding And eAsy hAndling
Many fashion companies use Bong’s gift packaging in their stores 
to enhance the value of the contents of the package. The objective 
is to use first-class printing to position the company, build the brand 
and enhance store promotions. The right packaging extends and 
elevates the shopping experience, but much of the rising popularity 
of packaging from Bong is due to its superb functionality. The 
materials take up little space and are very easy for employees to 
handle, which saves companies time and money. 

stRong e-Business gRowth PotentiAl
Mail order and e-business companies are demonstrating robust 
growth. For these companies, catalogues, the internet and physical 
deliveries are parts of the chain that builds customer relationships.  
Bong is another important link in the chain, delivering the packaging 
solutions that successful e-business demands. What can be purchased 
online and how the purchase can be packaged are limited only by 
inventiveness. Bong works closely with its customers to provide the 
right packaging solution in terms of material, shape and printing.

The surface protects and conceals – but can also trigger thoughts and feelings in the recipient. Often, the  

surface plays a strategic role in building the image of both the sender and the user. Below the surface, there 

are always contents that become more valuable in a package or an envelope. Bong has solutions to serve 

every purpose.

Below the surface

The	Swedish	e-business	sector	has	grown	by	
20	percent	a	year	since	2003.

E-BUSINESS IS GROWING FAST
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the pleasure of a good buy lasts longer when it 
comes in a cool package. especially if the package 
is practical and communicates a message that  
enhances the value of the contents.”
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Boundless development

PRoPAc undeR constAnt Reinvention
Product development is moving fastest in the ProPac packaging 
range, keeping pace with the business environment and responding 
to the pressure of current trends. New materials and solutions are 
regularly added to the range, with development driven by increasing 
demands for sustainable alternatives.

Strong packages that stand up to stacking, light packages that 
make transport more efficient and smart packages that save time 
are just a few examples of solutions that are enhancing customer 
benefit.

Retail, e-business and everyday mailing are the main  
applications for ProPac. Bong offers a wide range of possibilities  
for these segments under four concepts: Everyday, Smart, Security  
and Show-off.

l   Everyday – for everyday use. The bestsellers include padded 
bags and board back bags. They are often sold via wholesalers 
and are designed for all companies that send things by mail.

l   Smart – for e-business and packing companies that need smart, 
practical solutions for their dispatches. The range includes mail 
order bags, bubble bags, book wraps, boxes and cartons. The 
products are usually bought directly by the companies that will 
be using them. 

l   Security – safe, secure materials that cannot be torn apart, such 
as Tyvek® and Securitex, Grip seal bags and SafeBags. Customers 
run the gamut from e-business to national postal services and 
companies that send legal documents. The products are sold via 
office supply wholesalers.

l   Show-off – gift wrapping solutions for retailers that take the 
mood of the brand outside the store. Gift bags, carrier bags, 
accessory bags and gift wrap are included in the range, which is 
sold both by wholesalers and directly to large retailers, primarily 
in the fashion apparel sector.

Bong is tAKing enveloPes to the next level
Bong produces and sells envelopes in every shape and size. From 
standard envelopes to bespoke solutions with sophisticated features. 
Printed or unprinted, with closures of various types and in a wide 
range of materials, colours and formats.

The envelope range is also being developed, with new  
materials for new functions. Since the autumn of 2009, Bong holds 
exclusive rights to manufacture envelopes and packages made 
of Tyvek®. The strength of this unique material makes envelopes 
made of Tyvek® attractive to many customers. Applications are 
increasing as the qualities of Tyvek® are enhanced by modern 
technology for tracking and security.

An enveloPe fActoRy BecoMes A PAcKAging PlAnt
Bong has increased its packaging production capacity to meet 
growing demand. The factory in Nybro, Sweden, is one example. 
Once totally concentrated on envelopes, ProPac now accounts for 
60 percent of production. And Bong is planning further investments 
in machinery and know-how to take full advantage of market 
opportunities. 

Bong is driving the trend towards smarter packages and envelopes through increasingly innovative solutions 

that interact with the contents, protect the environment and are easily transported. With creative ideas for 

product and service development, Bong aims to be its customers’ best partner.

Beyond boundaries

All contact roads 
lead to Bong.”
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Bong protects 
          your data

touch-fRee  
RFID is paving the way for contactless payment systems. A cardholder needs only show 
the card to a special RFID reader. No waiting, no signature. And the card never leaves the 
cardholder’s hand. 

The only difference between contactless cards and ordinary cards is that the information is 
transmitted via a tag instead of a magnetic strip. The tag consists of a chip and an antenna that 
sends radio signals.

Credit cards are one important application, but far from the only one. RFID technology is 
used in tickets, passports and other valuable documents. In Germany, for instance, all passports 
have been fitted with an RFID-readable chip since 2005.

sensitive dAtA is At RisK 
The drawback to the technology is the risk of unauthorised reading of the information in the chip, 
which in many cases is all that is required to access funds in an account or cause other harm.

Bong hAs the solution 
Radio waves can be prevented from getting through by applying a thin laminate of aluminium 
to Tyvek® envelopes. This allows cards to be sent in the envelopes and stored in pockets with 
no risk for unauthorised reading. Bong markets these secure envelopes under the ScanSafe® brand.
 

Rfid – Radio frequency identification – is a technology that  
makes it possible to scan a credit card without physically touching 
it. Backed up by duPont™ tyvek®, Bong offers a security solution 
that reduces the risk that information will end up in the wrong 
hands. for companies that issue credit cards and other cards  
loaded with sensitive information, envelopes that offer this kind  
of protection are indispensable.

DuPont™ and Tyvek® are registered trademarks or trademarks of DuPont used under licence.
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A multinational company in the 
customer’s neighbourhood

A dynAMic And winning coMPAny
Bong is characterised by dynamic change – acquisitions, mergers, 
new production techniques, new skills. In December 2010, Bong 
was almost twice as large as it was the year before. The new 
Bong is now focused on accelerating development, internally and 
externally.

Bong’s international presence makes it possible to quickly pick 
up signals in one market and apply them in another. This also 
applies to best practices in production, where successful methods 
are quickly spread company-wide.

Step by step, Bong is evolving from envelope producer to  
solutions-oriented specialised packaging company. This is  
demanding investments in new machinery and new skills, such as 
dedicated sales representatives, production managers and account 
managers.

PRoud Bong
New opportunities for personal career development are opening up 
to Bong’s people. They are moving between countries, advancing 
to new functions and working for a true multinational – but most of 
all, they are proud of their dynamic company. 

The integration of Bong and Hamelin is in full swing, and  
formulating common core values for the company is a key  
ingredient. The point of departure is the strong customer focus, 
that was the hallmark of both companies even before the merger.

euRoPeAn siZe ,  locAl PResence
Bong is present in 14 European countries and Russia. The company 
is organised to achieve maximum proximity to customers in four 
business units: Nordic, Central Europe, France and United Kingdom.

Efforts to achieve proximity involve both reducing physical distances 
and maintaining close dialogue with Bong’s customers. For the 
customer, the value lies in easier access to inspiration from 
Bong and suggestions for solutions perfectly aligned with their 
circumstances – in their own language and from their dedicated 
contact person. For Bong, the value lies in learning more about the 
customer’s business and future needs. Bong also makes product 
and technical specialists available to its customers. 

Orders are shipped whenever possible from factories and 
warehouses near to customers to minimise delivery snags and 
transport-related emissions. 

diveRse custoMeR BAse
Bong is there for the international retail fashion chain or e-business 
company, the local printer and other small businesses. To all of 
them, Bong is an innovative supply partner with a long-term 
perspective. The packaging and envelopes are right, service is 
excellent, getting in touch and placing orders is easy, and Bong is 
local – all over Europe.

Bong is accessible and has the service-mindedness of a small 
company backed up by the resources of a multinational.

A strong local base puts Bong close to its customers in all markets. The new Bong is stepping up customer 

marketing to give everyone access to the reinforced value proposition.

Above expectations

the package brings  
the store to the street.”
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Packed 
   in a Flash

how is PAcKAging significAnt to you?
“We wanted packaging that sends a signal about us. Bong’s 
concept works beautifully with what we stand for: smart 
solutions and good quality,” says Fredrik Johansson, CEO and 
marketing manager for Flash.

“There is a practical side to things too. We have to use 
space wisely and Bong packaging comes in clever boxes 
that fit under the checkout.”

why did you PARtneR with Bong?
“Because they were very proactive in showing us the  
possibilities of the packaging. It turned out there was a 
Bong solution for virtually our entire range.”

hAve the solutions woRKed foR you?
“Absolutely! The good-looking gift bags from Bong make 
our staff even more proud of our clothes and jewellery and 
make our customers happy,” says Fredrik.

ABout flAsh
• Flash is aimed at women of all ages
• The first store opened in Lund in 1968 
• Flash has 61 stores in Sweden and 4 in Finland

Fredrik Johansson
Flash CEO

fabulous packaging 
for a fabulous buy.”
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greater prosperity in  
eastern europe is increasing 
demand for gift packages 
and bags.”
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Smart shopping and sustainability

sMARt shoPPing with new tools  
Shopping has become a lifestyle for many. Modern companies are 
offering ever smarter and more sophisticated ways to shop. We 
look for and buy goods and services on the net. Online shopping 
is fast and convenient and it is easy to compare prices and quality. 
And there are more channels all the time – from personal computers 
to mobile phones to the I-pod and now the I-pad.

According to eBay, the world’s biggest online marketplace, 30 
million people downloaded the eBay app to their mobile phones in 
2010. And purchases via mobile phone rose by 166 percent during 
the year. 

eBay says the most common items bought were:
1. Clothing, footwear and accessories
2. Mobile phones & handheld computers
3. Collectibles 
4. Jewellery and watches
5. Toys and hobby merchandise

the gRowing o2o tRAde  
Many people predicted the death of the store when e-business 
broke through on a broad front – but the truth seems to be just  
the opposite. The growing O2O trade – Online to Offline – is yet 
another sign of how the virtual world is stimulating the real life 
world. Visitors to dedicated sites, such as market leader GroupOn  
in the United States, get suggestions and deals offered by stores, 
restaurants and other outlets in their immediate neighbourhoods. 
The advantages to the consumer are low search costs and  
discounted prices, while sellers reap higher revenues.

Bong hAs the solutions 
Every purchase is a business opportunity for Bong, whether made 
online or in a store. If the purchase is made in a store, the customer 
takes her purchase home in a package or bag supplied by Bong. 
For purchases made online, Bong supplies smart packaging that 
communicates the sender’s brand, protects the merchandise and is 
suitable for shipping. If customers do not want to pay online, their 
bills come in an envelope from Bong. Bong has solutions for every 
phase, for e-business or bricks-and-mortar retail and for every  
seller, from private persons to major international fashion chains.

enviRonMentAl AwAReness
Environmental awareness among consumers is a fast-growing 
trend. Packaging and envelopes not only have to be durable, 
good-looking and smart, they also have to be made of recyclable, 
eco-friendly materials and designed to facilitate smart logistics  
solutions. Bong is constantly further developing its solutions to 
create more sustainable products and services. 

 

Greater prosperity in the east, new ways to shop and growing environmental awareness are trends in  

Bong’s favour. Modern technology is giving consumers the opportunity to shop from any platform, anytime, 

anywhere. Shopping has become a lifestyle and Bong provides sustainable solutions in real life for bricks- 

and-mortar retailers and on-line-shoppers alike.

Trends
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why A sPeciAl e-Business ventuRe?
“e-business has evolved into a very promising market 
for Bong. We are benefiting from an ideal combination of 
growing demand for packaging in the market and Bong’s 
product range, production capacity and growth strategy.

“Our bubble bags, padded bags and Tyvek® have opened 
the doors to the market. To progress beyond that point, we 
have to focus on individual solutions for our customers. That 
is why we have chosen to allocate special resources to this 
segment.”

who ARe youR PRefeRRed custoMeRs?
“Our customers come from a wide, open and growing field. 
We are just as happy to help start-up e-stores as the major 
corporations.

“There are also interesting prospects in distribution  
management, companies that pack and distribute  
merchandise for many web shops and shipping  
companies,” Michael relates.

how does Bong intend to succeed?
“We have already succeeded at the first step – getting 
noticed and gaining acceptance for our ProPac range. That 
is proven by our many significant customers. At present, 

there is no one who specialises in e-business packaging. 
We intend to take that position! We are going to do it 
by offering our customers unique solutions that combine 
innovative packaging with the latest in logistics. And since 
we are found all over Europe, we can serve our customers 
anywhere. Our growth initiative is a perfect fit with the 
expansion we are seeing in the e-business sector. We see 
nothing but opportunities!”

whAt MARKet tRends do you see?
“Online shopping via mobile phone is taking off in a big 
way. Famous players like Amazon, eBay and the German 
Otto Group are offering their customers access to web 
shops via smartphone apps.

“Another trend is that web shops are offering gift  
wrapping services to their customers. So, buyers can get 
the merchandise they buy wrapped and sent to someone 
else as a gift. Amazon is just one of the companies offering 
this service. Since we make and sell gift solutions, we see 
this as yet another growth area for us.

“Last but not least, the market is demanding lighter 
weight packaging to reduce the environmental impact of 
transport,” comments Michael.

first he and his team built the ProPac business in germany. now Michael  
grünert is leading Bong’s new e-business venture in central europe.

Growing e-business 
needs packaging from Bong

Michael Grünert
Sales and Marketing Manager

e-business, Germany
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the option to get your  
present gift-wrapped  
makes online shopping 
even more convenient.””
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Management

AndeRs dAvidsson 

Year of birth: 1970. 

President and Chief Executive Officer.

Employed since 2002. 

Education: MSc Business and Economics. 

Previous positions: Vice President 
Sales and Marketing, Bong Ljungdahl 
2002–2003. Management Consultant and 
Project Manager, McKinsey & Company 
1998–2002. 

Holding in Bong (privately and through 
companies): 182,600 shares.

ulf ZenK

Year of birth: 1963. 

Chief Financial Officer 

Employed since 2004. 

Education: MSc Business and Economics. 

Previous positions: CFO, MalacoLeaf 
Scandinavia 2000-2004. Group Controller, 
Coca-Cola Nordic Beverages 1997–2000.

Holding in Bong (privately and through 
companies): 51,000 shares.

 

MoRgAn Bosson

Year of birth: 1958. 

Business Manager Nordic & Eastern 
Europe, Managing Director ProPac Interna-
tional AB. 

Employed since 2005. 

Education: MSc Business and Economics. 

Previous positions: Managing Director, 
Icopal 2002-2004. Sales and Marketing 
Director, Saint Gobain Isover 1997–2002.

Holding in Bong (privately and through 
companies): 168,000 shares.

elMAR schätZlein 

Year of birth: 1962. 

Business Manager Central Europe. 

Employed since 2004.

Education: MSc Engineering.

Previous positions: Schneidersöhne 
Munich/Italy 1995–2003. 

Holding in Bong (privately and through 
companies): 116,100 shares. 

MARK cooPeR 

Year of birth: 1964. 

Business Manager United Kingdom. 

Employed since 2007. 

Education: MSc Business and Economics. 

Previous positions: Vice President Avery 
Dennison, Europe 1990–2006. 

Holding in Bong (privately and through 
companies): 100,000 shares. 

PAscAl gRAvouille

Year of birth: 1962. 

Business Manager France and Spain. 

Employed since 2007.

Education: MSc Chemical Engineering. 

Previous positions: Business Manager 
Europe, Cerro Corporation. 

Holding in Bong (privately): 4,700 shares. 

chenette MoRtensen

Year of birth: 1970. 

Group Marketing and  
Communication Manager.

Employed since 1990.

siMon Bennett 

Year of birth: 1965.

Sales and Marketing Director,  
pan-European Distributors.

Employed since 2007.

sylvie deshAyes

Year of birth: 1960. 

Business Development Manager.

Employed since 1998.

PeteR AndeRsson

Year of birth: 1964. 

Director, Purchasing and Logistics. 

Employed since 200.

Leadership Team Other Key Executives
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Board of Directors

MiKAel eKdAhl 

Year of birth: 1951.

Director since 2001 and chairman of the 
board since 2003.

LL.B and MSc Business and Economics, 
Lund University.

Other directorships/positions: Attorney 
and partner in the law firm of Mannhei-
mer Swartling Advokatbyrå. Chairman, 
Marco AB, Absolent AB and EM Holding 
AB; vice chairman, Melker Schörling 
AB; director, AarhusKarlshamn AB and 
Konstruktions-Bakelit AB.

Holding in Bong (private and via closely 
related parties): 40,000 shares.

AndeRs dAvidsson

Year of birth: 1970.

Director since 2004.

MSc Business and Economics.

Other directorships/positions:  
President and CEO, Bong AB; director, 
AarhusKarlshamn AB.

Holding in Bong: 182,600 shares.

ulRiKA eRiKsson

Year of birth: 1969.

Director since 2008.

MSc Business and Economics.

Other directorships/positions: Vice 
president, Apoteket Konsument; director, 
ProPac International AB.

Holding in Bong (privately and through 
companies): 20,000 shares.

chRistiAn w. JAnsson

Year of birth: 1949.

Director since 2007.

MSc Business and Economics.

Other directorships/positions: President 
and CEO, KappAhl AB; chairman, Apoteket 
AB; director, Confederation of Swedish 
Enterprise, Svensk Handel AB,  
Kontanten AB, Fata Morgana AB and 
Vivoline Medical AB.

Holding in Bong (privately and through 
companies): 745,246 shares.

Alf tönnesson 

Year of birth: 1940.

Director since 1989.

Engineering and economics education.

Other directorships/positions: Chair-
man, International Masters Publishers 
AB (IMP AB), Aktiebolaget Cydonia, NE 
Nationalencyklopedin AB, Stabenfeldt AB, 
Fyrklövern AB and Postpac AB; director, 
Fleur de Santé AB, Purity Vodka AB and 
Bra Böcker AB.

Holding in Bong (through Aktiebolaget 
Cydonia): 3,825,339 shares.

stéPhAne hAMelin

Year of birth: 1961.

Elected by the extraordinary general 
meeting, 22 October 2010, effective  
12 November 2010.

Other directorships/positions: Chairman, 
Hamelin, since 1989.

Holding in Bong (privately and through 
companies): 4,352,769 shares.

.

eRic JoAn

Year of birth: 1964. 

Elected by the extraordinary general 
meeting, 22 October 2010, effective  
12 November 2010.

Educated at Ecole Polytechnique  
Universitaire de Lille and Harvard  
Business School.

Other directorships/positions:  
President and CEO, Hamelin.

Holding in Bong (privately and through 
companies): None.

PeteR hARRysson

Year of birth: 1958.

Director since 1997  
(employee representative).

Other directorships/positions:  
Repairman, Bong Sverige AB.

Holding in Bong (privately and through 
companies): None.

chRisteR Muth 

Year of birth: 1954:

Director since February 2009  
(employee representative).

Other directorships/positions: Inside sales 
and customer service, Bong Sverige AB. 

Holding in Bong (privately and through 
companies): None.

Alternate directors 

PedeR RosQvist 

Year of birth 1965. 

Alternate since 2008. 

Representative of PTK (Swedish Council 
for Negotiation and Cooperation). 

Holding in Bong: None. 

MAts PeRsson 

Year of birth 1963.

Alternate since 2001.

Representative of GS Local (Swedish Union 
of Forestry, Wood and Graphical Workers) 

Holding in Bong: None.
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the entiRe lifecycle 
Bong actively supports the environment through the entire lifecycle 
of envelopes and packaging, from conversion of fine paper to  
recycling. Key environmental issues include the origins of raw 
forestry products, production of fine paper and conversion to 
envelopes and packaging, transports to and from Bong’s production 
units and product consumption and recycling.

PulPwood fRoM ceRtified foRests 
Bong buys fine paper only from reputable manufacturers that use 
origin-labelled raw materials. The majority of raw materials consist 
of new fibres harvested from certified forests.

The primary material for paper used to manufacture envelopes 
is renewable and all paper used meets the standards required by 
customers and regulatory agencies.

fine PAPeR PRoduction
The greatest volume consists of uncoated white fine paper, while 
the remaining volumes are unbleached, brown kraft paper and 
recycled paper. Through cooperation with suppliers, the paper is 
under constant development to ensure that Bong envelopes are 
always optimally eco-compatible.

enveloPe PRoduction
Surplus ink and other materials used in the production process are 
collected and recycled or disposed of by approved means. Tough 
environmental criteria are also imposed on other components, such 
as glue, ink and window film. Virtually all factories use water-based 
inks and solvent-free glue. 

Post-production waste paper is sorted by grade and sold for 
inclusion as recycled paper in various paper products. More than 
90 percent of total production waste is currently recycled. The 
remainder is used for energy recovery or sent to landfill. Waste is 
removed in compliance with current regulations and no hazardous 
waste is stored.

shoRteR tRAnsPoRts
Bong uses reputable companies to transport materials and finished 
goods. The merger with Hamelin has improved Bong’s opportunities 
to ship goods to customers from nearby plants, which helps reduce 
fuel consumption and carbon emissions.

The majority of Bong envelopes and packaging are made of renewable materials like fine paper. The merger 

with Hamelin has provided substantial opportunity for optimising transport between Group units, leading to 

lower energy consumption and reduced emissions.

Eco-friendly letters 
and packaging
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PuRchAsing Policy 
For both financial and environmental reasons, Bong is working  
to concentrate purchasing to fewer suppliers across the board,  
from raw materials and services to transport. Fewer but stronger 
relationships provide better opportunity to set standards and  
improve terms. Raw materials account for about two thirds of 
Bong’s total purchasing and about three quarters of that share is 
paper.

ceRtificAtions And ecolABels 
Bong is affiliated with Paper by Nature, an organisation that has 
developed the only pan-European standard for converted paper 
products. Paper by Nature covers all stages of production and the 
product lifecycle. It is the first all-inclusive, clear and reliable  
certification for converted paper products. The label guarantees that 
the raw materials come from responsibly managed forests and  
products are manufactured in certified plants.

Bong intends to certify all production plants under the Paper by 
Nature standard. At the end of 2010 nine plants were certified.

Certain Bong products bear the Nordic Swan and FSC (Forest 
Stewardship Council) labels.

enviRonMentAl MAnAgeMent systeM 
The environmental policy is translated to systematic, practical  
action through Bong’s environmental management system,  
ISO 14 001. In addition to setting standards for our own operations, 
the environmental management system provides Bong with an  
avenue to constructively influence suppliers, carriage firms and 
other partners to work with environmental issues in their businesses.

Bong is woRKing Actively towARds sustAinABility By:

•  Improving production methods to minimise the environmental impact of emissions 

•  Working to eco-label as much of the range as possible

•  Influencing suppliers and customers to design their products with priority on the 
eco-cycle approach and conservation of natural resources 

•  Raising knowledge and awareness of environmental issues among all employees
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Employees

Motivated, skilled and healthy employees are a crucial competitive factor in Bong’s markets. Bong endeavours to 

create a sustainable work environment that attracts, motivates and develops the workforce.

eMPloyee Policy 

l  Bong is committed to good relationships with employees of the 
Group based on mutual respect

l  Bong does not permit any form of forced labour or child labour. 
The minimum hiring age is the age at completion of compulsory 
education

l  Bong offers equal opportunity to everyone, regardless of race, 
colour, gender, nationality, religion, ethnicity, or other  
distinguishing characteristics

l  All employees must be provided a safe and healthy work 
environment

l  The employees of every company in the Group have the right 
to form or join a trade union in accordance with local laws or 
principles.

the eMPloyee Policy in PRActice
Bong is a modern company where decision paths are short and 
informal. The information policy is based on transparency and 
participation. Managers keep employees informed of local and 
company-wide developments. Everyone is encouraged to  
participate actively in discussions about improvements to the  
work environment that result in fewer work-related injuries,  
higher productivity and better quality.

Bong also strives to reward extraordinary effort. There are 
bonus programmes throughout the Group related to things like 
unit performance, production volume, the number of complaints, 
and on-time delivery. In some cases, these bonuses may be paid 
monthly.

integRAtion off to A flying stARt
The people of Bong and Hamelin hold the keys to a successful 
merger. Recognising this, Bong started immediately in the autumn 
by inviting some 110 managers in the new organisation to a joint 
kick-off, where they discussed objectives and strategies, common 
values and a great deal else. The intention was for the participants 
to subsequently gather their employees to spread the information 
and new core values throughout the company.

The chief executives of both companies jointly visited units 
within the Group. The aim was to meet employees and give them 
a personal introduction to the new company. Along the way,  
important points of view were picked up for the future – from a 
truly European organisation.

Bong’s employees are 
decisive for customer  
relationships.”
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iMPAct ResistAnt And eco-fRiendly BAgs
Recycled newspaper is used to pad the bags, which are 
made of unbleached kraft paper, inside and out. They can 
also be opened and sealed quickly with the self-adhesive 
flaps.

The CTT range consists of six products of bespoke design 
in three different formats with pre-printed postage for 
domestic and foreign delivery.

foR Anything thAt hAs to Be MAiled
The bags can be used to mail anything – from the simplest 
object to the most robust, and for personal or commercial 
use. Mail-order and e-business companies are major users.

PRoMising MARKet
Bong has also been supplying padded bags to Sweden Post 
for many years. A number of EU institutions in Brussels 
have also purchased bags from Bong, overprinted with their 
own designs.

The market is clearly expanding for Bong’s padded bags, 
a strategic product group that has long been established in 
Sweden and the UK. Bong now sees significant potential in 
the new French market. Both the growing e-business sector 
and rising environmental standards are generating strong 
demand for padded bags. 

nothing was left to chance when ctt, the Portuguese Postal service, decided to replace 
its bubble bags with Bong’s padded bags. Paper, glue, shipping crates... everything 
was examined from the environmental perspective. the reason for the switch was 
that ctt wanted a more eco-friendly package and a supply partner that could live up 
to its strict environmental standards.

Bong and the Portuguese 
Postal Service are looking 
out for the environment
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shARe PeRfoRMAnce And sAles  
The Bong share jumped 48.6 per cent in 2010. That year the OMX 
Stockholm PI (an index for all listed shares on the Stockholm Stock 
Exchange) rose 23.1 per cent. The OMX Stockholm Small Cap PI, an 
index that measures price performance of companies whose size is 
comparable with Bong, climbed 22.1 per cent.

In 2010 shares sold corresponded with 11 per cent of the 
average value of outstanding share capital during the year. 

shAReholdeRs 
The number of shareholders as at 31 January 2010 was 1,328. 
Hamelin is Bong’s largest shareholder with 24.9 per cent of the 
votes and capital. Melker Schörling and Alf Tönnesson are the 
second largest shareholders, each holding 21.9 percent of the votes 
and capital.  

wARRAnts 
In accordance with the decision of the General Meeting of  
Shareholders in 2005, warrants were sold to staff in the Group  
Management. The warrants entitle the holders to subscribe for  
a total of 300,000 new shares, of which 295,000 warrants have  
been purchased by senior executives. In 2010 102,000 warrants 
matured, which means that all warrants have now expired. 

conveRtiBle deBentuRes  
Bong issued convertible debentures with a total nominal value of 
EUR 4 million to Hamelin as part of the purchase price for Hamelin’s 
envelope division. The convertible debentures can be converted 
into 1,246,860 new shares in Bong.

 

Bong issued shares in connection with the acquisition of Hamelin. On 31 December 2010 the number of shares 

in Bong AB was 17,480,995. After full conversion the number of shares will be 18,727,855.

The share

Bong shARe PeRfoRMAnce 2006–2010

swedbank
Peter Näslund, +46 8 585 918 23
peter.naslund@swedbank.se

Remium
Henrik Bark, +46 8 454 32 51
henrik.bark@remium.com

Redeye
Henrik Alveskog, +46 8 545 013 45
henrik.alveskog@redeye.se

Jakobson finansanalys
Torbjörn Jakobson, +46 8 566 133 30
torbjorn.jakobson@gmail.com

Bong is MonitoRed RegulARly By the following AnAlysts
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Five year summary
Key figures 2010 2009 2008 2007 2006

Revenue, SEKm   2,326  1,915 1,937   1,991  1 985

Operating profit/loss, SEKm   –91 65 74  60  40 

Profit after tax, SEKm   –97 24 10  16  –1 

Cash flow after investing activities, SEKm   –277 169 144  1  –7 

Operating margin, %   –3.9 3.4 3.8  3.0  2.0 

Profit margin (%)   –5.6 1.4 1.0  0.6  0.1 

Capital turnover rate, times  1.2 1.1 1.1  1.1  1.2

Return on equity, %   neg 3.6 1.8  2.8  neg 

Return on capital employed, %   neg 5.5 5.6  4.9  3.1 

Equity ratio, %   21 36 34  33  31

Net loan debt, SEKm   1,062 589 745  829  807

Net debt/equity ratio, times   2.00 0.98 1.18  1.45  1.50

Net loan debt/EBITDA, times   42.7 3.8 4.4  5.4  5.7

EBITDA/net financial items, times   0.6 4.5 3.1  3.2 3.8

Average number of employees  1,538 1,220 1,270  1,346   1,379

Per share data 2010 2009 2008 2007 2006

Basic number of shares outstanding at end of period   17,480,995 13,128,227 13,128,227  13,128,227  13,017,298 

diluted number of shares outstanding at end of period   18,727,855 13,230,227 13,332,227  13,428,227  13,651,180

Average number of shares, basic   14,216,219  13,128,227 13,128,227  13,079,425  13,006,000

Average number of shares, diluted   14,528,134  13,230,227 13,332,227  13,379,425  13,651,180 

earnings per share

Before dilution, SEK   –6.97 1.65 0.80  1.19  –0.04

After dilution, SEK   –6.97 1.63 0.78  1.17  –0.04

Equity per share

Before dilution, SEK   30.39  45.56  47.91  43.54  41.31

After dilution, SEK   28.37  45.77  48.22  43.98  42.30

other per share data

Dividend, SEK   1.00  1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00

Quoted market price on the balance sheet date, SEK   32 21 12  42 68

P/E ratio, times   neg  13  15  36 neg

Price/Equity before dilution, %   105  46  25  96 165

Price/Equity after dilution, %   113  46  25  96 160
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A meaningful look from a meaningful person. 
Bong makes it easy.”



RegisteRed office

Bong AB
Uddevägen 3
Box 516
SE-291 25 Kristianstad
Tel: +46 44 20 70 00
www.bong.com

heAd office

Bong AB
Hans Michelsensgatan 9
SE-211 20 Malmö
Tel: +46 40 17 60 00
www.bong.com

BelgiuM

Bong Belgium S.A.
Chemin de la Guelenne, 20
BE-7060 Soignies
Tel: +32 67 34 76 76
www.bongbelgium.be

Bong Retail Solutions NV
Grasstraat 6
BE-8570 Vichte
Tel: +32 56 74 55 10
www.propacpackaging.com

denMARK

Bong Bjørnbak A/S
Baldersbuen 2
P.O. Box 179
DK-2640 Hedehusene
Tel: +45 46 56 55 55
www.bong.dk

Egå Offset A/S
Skejby Nordlandsvej 305
DK-8200 Aarhus N
Tel: +45 87 43 42 82
www.egaa-offset.dk

estoniA

Bong Eesti Ou
Joe tn 17
EE-79801 Kohilla
Tel: +372 48 90 140
www.bongeesti.ee

finlAnd

Bong Suomi OY
Tuottotie 3
FI-33960 Pirkkala
Tel: +358 3 241 8111
www.bong.fi

Bong Suomi OY
Kirjekuorentie 1
FI-73600 Kaavi
Tel: +358 17 265 6600

Bong Suomi OY
Niittyvillankuja 3 (PL 255)
FI-01510 Vantaa
Tel: +358 9 565 7910

fRAnce

Manuparis
1 rue Eugene Hermann
FR-27180 St Sebastien de 
Morsent
Tel: +33 (0)2 32 3982 30
www.manuparis.fr

IPC
11 Impasse du Mas Prolongee
FR-16710 St Yrieix Sur 
Charente
Tel: +33 (0)5 45 95 63 50

MME
43 rue Ettore Bugatti
B.P. 91548
FR-87021 Limoges Cedex 9
Tel: +33 (0)5 55 45 25 25

Sepieter + Logoprim
Z. I. de Roubaix Est – B.P. 22
10 rue du Trieu du Quesnoy
FR-59115 Leers
Tel: +33 (0)3 20 66 69 99
www.sepieter.com

Manuparis Paris Site
4, rue Vasco de Gama
FR-94373 Sucy en Brie
Tel: +33 (0)1 49 82 23 22
www.manuparis.fr

Logoprim Paris IDF
Z.A Leader Club 101
22, rue de Magellan
FR-94373 Sucy en Brie
Tel: +33 (0)1 56 74 17 17

Logoprim Strasbourg Site
5, rue Alexandre Dumas
FR-67200 Strasbourg
Tel: +33 (0)3 88 28 07 07

Logoprim Rouen
21, boulevard de Verdun
FR-76012 Rouen Cedex 01
Tel: +33 (0)2 32 76 14 14

Logoprim Toulouse
Centre de Gros Larrieu
15, rue Gaston Evrard
FR-31094 Toulouse Cedex 1
Tel: +33 (0)5 61 61 17 61

Logoprim Lyon
27, avenue des Bruyeres
FR-69150 Decines
Tel: +33 (0)4 37 45 10 60

Logoprim Rennes Grand Ouest
11, rue des Orchidees
Immeuble le Sterenn,  
1er etage
FR-35650 Le Rheu
Tel: +33 (0)2 99 59 97 97

Bong Sarl
23, avenue du Val de Beaute
FR-94130 Nogent sur Marne
Tel: +33 (0)1 48 73 49 55

lAtviA

Bong Latvija SIA
Dzelzavas iela 120 G
LV-1021 Riga
Tel: +371 6 7 241 339

luxeMBouRg

Tycon S.A.
Zone Industrielle Rolach
LU-5280 Sandweiler
Tel: +352 35 75 04 30
www.tycon.lu

netheRlAnds

Venlop BV
Rudolf Dieselweg 3
5928 RA Venlo or  
Postbus 3192
NL-5902 RD Venlo
Tel: +31 77 382 60 35

Excelsior Enveloppen BV
Galileistraat 63
NL-1704 SE Heerhugowaard
Tel: +31 7256 78900
www.excelsiorenveloppen.nl

Bong Netherlands BV
Rivium 1e straat 68
NL-2909 Le Capelle  
aan den Ijssel
Tel: +31 10 288 1408

noRwAy

Bongs Konvolutter AS
Bekkevejen 161, 3173 Vear
Postboks 2074
NO-3103 Tönsberg
Tel: +47 33 30 54 00
www.bong.no

Bongs Konvolutter AS
Postboks 74
NO-2026 Skjetten
Tel: +47 64 83 12 50

PolAnd

Pflüger Koperty Sp zo.o.
Ul. Zawila 56
PL-30-390 Krakow
Tel: +48 12 252 02 0
www.pfluger-koperty.pl

Bong Cały Swiat  
Kopert Sp zo.o.
Ul. Ustronna 14
PL-60-012 Poznan
Tel: +48 61 822 07 60
www.bong.pl

RussiA

Postac LLC
RU-248000, Kaluga
Domostroiteley pr, 17.
Tel: +7 4842 76 44 68

sPAin

Envel Europa S.A.
Placa Gal La Placidia
7 esc D. 8°
ES-08006 Barcelona
Tel: +34 932 41 88 50

Envel Europa S.A.
Poligono Industrial Campllong
Torreblanca 9
ES-25600 Balaguer (Lleida)
Tel: +34 973 44 38 86

united KingdoM

Bong U.K. Ltd.
Michigan Drive, Tongwell
GB-Milton Keynes MK15 8HQ
Tel: +44 1908 216 216

Image Envelopes Ltd.
12 Tanners Drive, Blakelands
GB-Milton Keynes MK14 5BW
Tel: +44 1908 217 630
www.image-envelopes.co.uk

Nova Envelopes Ltd.
Cherrycourt Way Trading Estate
GB-Leighton Buzzard LU7 8UH
Tel: +44 1525 374 300
www.novaenvelopes.co.uk

John Dickinson Ltd.
2 Crowther Road – Crowther
District 3, Washington
GB-Tyne and Wear NE38 0AQ
Tel: +44 191 416 1341

Surrey Envelopes Ltd.
Unit 7 Nelson Trading Estate
The Path, Morden Road
GB-London SW19 3BL
Tel: +44 208 545 0099
www.surrey-envelopes.com

SEM
Anglers Business Centre
Nottingham Road, Spondon
GB-Derby DE21 7NJ
Tel: +44 1332 66 77 90

Packaging First Ltd.
Unit 12, Nash Hall
The Street, High Ongar
GB-Essex CM5 9NL
Tel: +44 1277 363 656
www.packagingfirst.co.uk

sweden

Bong Sverige AB
Box 516
SE-291 25 Kristianstad
Uddevägen 3
SE-291 54 Kristianstad
Tel: +46 44 20 70 00
www.bong.se

Bong Sverige AB
Box 823
SE-382 28 Nybro
Emmabodavägen 9
SE-382 45 Nybro
Tel: +46 481 440 00
www.bong.se

Bong Sverige AB
Box 119 22
SE-161 11 Bromma
Johannesfredsvägen 17 C
SE-168 69 Bromma
Tel: +46 44 20 70 00
www.bong.se

Bong Sverige AB
Box 93
SE-562 02 Taberg
Bergslagsvägen 11
SE-562 42 Taberg
Tel: +46 44 20 70 00
www.bong.se

DM-Qvert AB
Box 148
SE-443 61 Stenkullen
Tel: +46 302 558 00
www.dmqvert.se

geRMAny

Bong GmbH
Industriestrasse 77
DE-423 27 Wuppertal
Tel: +49 202 74 97 0
www.bong.de

Petersen Allpa GmbH
Hermann-Krum-Strasse 9–11
DE-88319 Aitrach
Tel: +49 7565 9809 0
www.petersenallpa.de

Pflüeger Kuvert GmbH
Am Pestalozziring 14
DE-91058 Erlangen
Tel: +49 9131 4002 0
www.pflueger-kuvert.de

Bong GmbH
Posthornweg 1
DE-04860 Torgau
Tel: +49 2 02 74 97 0
www.bong.de

Lober Druck und Kuvert GmbH
Beethovenstrasse 24–26
DE-86368 Gersthofen
Tel: +49 821 2 97 88 0
www.lober.eu

Lober Druck und Kuvert GmbH
Gutenbergstrasse 14
DE-21465 Reinbek 
Tel: +49 40 79 75 42 70

Lober Druck und Kuvert GmbH
Industriestrasse 77
DE-42327 Wuppertal
www.bong.de

Text, design and production: Wildeco. Photography: Hans-Erik Nygren, Paulina Westerlind Fotografi and Bong. Printing: TMG, Stockholm 2011. © 2011 Bong AB.

Contact details



HUVUDKONTOR
Bong AB

Hans Michelsensgatan 9
SE-211 20 Malmö

Tel: +46 40 17 60 00 
www.bong.com
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